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Securing job and climate stability by individual become harder,but by nations policy could do.

Mmilitary man knowing reality of war will not wish reckless war,but non-military are

dangerous to trigger war.Thereby,we should and could know who is actual enemy.
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politicalpoliticalpolitical
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attitude.attitude.attitude.

attitude.

As a foreigner deeply relating with USA since author's young age,he now could tell

reality on American's extraordinality in political opinion(anti-communism,socialism).

Those has been due to theirtheirtheir

their

excessexcessexcess

excess

doingdoingdoing

doing

in ultra elites the ruler in USA,which has been

deeply and tragedily due to distrustdistrustdistrust

distrust

againstagainstagainst

against

humanityhumanityhumanity

humanity

(anormal mind of excess own

defencing,or egocentrisism by excess own esteem).At first, we must matke a diagonosis on

personality which determine politics.
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operationoperationoperation
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EndGameEndGameEndGame

EndGame

?!.?!.?!.
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Note the most major race in USA is German,but not Anglo Saxson.Especially operationoperationoperation

operation

PaperPaperPaper

Paper

ClippClippClipp

Clipp

secretly imported many Nazis persons and established CIACIACIA

CIA

withwithwith

with

militarymilitarymilitary

military

industryindustryindustry

industry

complexcomplexcomplex

complex

after the war.Now USA could be told almost Germany in north America.

Also note Rockefeller the imperial USA is German.

http;//www.777true.net/German-destiniy.pdf
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peculiarpeculiarpeculiar

peculiar

features.features.features.

features.

Only by peculiar self-conceit without considering rationality in relateing with others could

made the reckless war.They seem not to know too much doing is more harm than doing

nothing.Anytime,they do narrow something thoroughly withoutwithoutwithout

without

wholewholewhole

whole

viewingviewingviewing

viewing

. As the

consequence,they sometime get suceed in expertise works.But at last,as they are without

system balancing consideration and to face fatalfatalfatal

fatal

failurefailurefailure

failure

tototo

to

systemsystemsystem

system

downdowndown

down

(for remarkable

failure may be 2008 economy crash by becoming themostmostmost

most

debtdebtdebt

debt

nation in the world and

fatal global warming by exhausintg themostmostmost

most

CO2CO2CO2

CO2

accumulationaccumulationaccumulation

accumulation

). Author could rember

warning for Japanese by a French pundit. "Japanese do too much,and they do'nt know

harm of exess doing !. Author's aquintant professor once toured to Spain for co-study and

returned home with a topic. "We work with siesta,but they do without".
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state.

TheTheThe

The

termtermterm

term

enemyenemyenemy

enemy

statestatestate

state

as used in paragraph 1 of this Article applies to any state which

during the Second World War has been an enemy of any signatory of the present Charter.

Germany and Japan has been enemy nations in UN.As author had seen,self-concet rightist

group in Japan&Germany has been nothing actual repentance on the war criminal.On the

contrary,they has been conspiring the revege(operation EndGame).

http;/www.777true.net/German-destiniy.pdf
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militarymilitarymilitary

military

expenditureexpenditureexpenditure

expenditure
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USA(2012).USA(2012).USA(2012).

USA(2012).

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_military_expenditures

682B$ by 4.4% of GDP with world share 39%>>9.5%(Chaina) is marvelous.

This is an evidence of distrust against other nations people.
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state-nizationstate-nizationstate-nization
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USA.USA.USA.

USA.

Drastically American had become poor since 2008..

http://www.businessinsider.com/15-shocking-facts-about-poverty-in-america-2010-9?op=1

http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/100-million-poor-people-in-america-and-39-

other-facts-about-poverty-that-will-blow-your-mind

NDAA allows American to be arrested,imprisoned by US military without due process.

http://www.hermes-press.com/police_state.htm
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/06/05/police-state-usa-the-paranoid-style-of-american-governance/

This is an evidence of distrust against even though own nation people.

However such honest reports revealing would be a light for the future.

⑹IncredibleIncredibleIncredible

Incredible

gungungun

gun

maniamaniamania

mania

nation.nation.nation.

nation.

http://thinkprogress.org/politics/2013/05/02/1953621/guns-for-kids/

a five-year-old Kentucky boy accidentally shot and killed his two-year-old sister with a gun

he’d been given as a birthday present.

GunsGunsGuns

Guns

AreAreAre

Are

FunFunFun

Fun

http://www.commondreams.org/further/2013/05/08-0

This is an evidence of distrust by people against even though own friendly people.
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⒜OperationOperationOperation

Operation

CondorCondorCondor

Condor

forforfor

for

rulingrulingruling

ruling

southsouthsouth

south

America.America.America.

America.

http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-cias-operation-condor-dirty-war-death-squads-and-the-

disappeared/5327003

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Condor

http://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2013/03/07/cond-m07.html
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invasioninvasioninvasion

invasion

warswarswars

wars

http://www.911truth.org/

Not only for USA,but also for the world,nothing decisive settlement on the truth on 9/11 the

inside job by secret us troops is fatal.Without which the wourld would be no justice and truth.
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war.war.war.

war.

These are also evidences of distrust and disdrain against all of the nations people.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_military_expenditures
http://www.businessinsider.com/15-shocking-facts-about-poverty-in-america-2010-9?op=1
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/100-million-poor-people-in-america-and-39-other-facts-about-poverty-that-will-blow-your-mind
http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/100-million-poor-people-in-america-and-39-other-facts-about-poverty-that-will-blow-your-mind
http://www.hermes-press.com/police_state.htm
http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/06/05/police-state-usa-the-paranoid-style-of-american-governance/
http://thinkprogress.org/politics/2013/05/02/1953621/guns-for-kids/
http://www.latimes.com/news/nation/nationnow/la-na-nn-kentucky-boy-accidental-fatal-shooting-sister-20130501,0,2768797.story
http://www.commondreams.org/further/2013/05/08-0
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-cias-operation-condor-dirty-war-death-squads-and-the-disappeared/5327003
http://www.globalresearch.ca/the-cias-operation-condor-dirty-war-death-squads-and-the-disappeared/5327003
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Condor
http://www.wsws.org/en/articles/2013/03/07/cond-m07.html
http://www.911truth.org/
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AmericanAmericanAmerican
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GovernanceGovernanceGovernance

Governance

http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/06/05/police-state-usa-the-paranoid-style-of-american-governance/

By American capitalists,establishing NAZISNAZISNAZIS

NAZIS

RegimeRegimeRegime

Regime

was conspired.This was the most

serious secret event in recent history. As the fact,it was those that dertmined the current

stutus of not only USA,but also the world.
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of

NAZISNAZISNAZIS

NAZIS

(following are all Japanese site,but original sources may be abroad)

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/_floorA6F_hc.html
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maddnessmaddnessmaddness

maddness
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of

NAZISNAZISNAZIS

NAZIS

(Hitler's future prediction is remarkable !)

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/_floorB1F_nazis_X.html

⒟Hitler'sHitler'sHitler's

Hitler's

marvelousmarvelousmarvelous

marvelous

futurefuturefuture

future

predictionpredictionprediction

prediction

ononon
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(((

(

203920392039

2039

).

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html#04

＊Following are what Hitler told<translated citation from book『after １９９９』（Syoudensya

co in Japan）by Suzuki>...........................................

Separation of the two pole would have been evolving more and more.

Ａfter 1988,people would have been more and more being devidened to those who are

less,but new type dominator and those who are many,but ruled.One operate and rule on all

over and the others are operated and ruled without consiousness.Evolving is not only in

humanity,but also in the nature. As humanity would become so,also the nature would reveal

big change in earth and universe.After 1989,humanity would encounter and access to

unprecedental huge catastrophe by universe.In my youth,I wrote it in the "Mein Kamph".

Somedays,mankind would have been terribly revenged from the nature. It is the state after

1989.Mankind would have become boast to break natural low,so the nature would have

revenged them to cause them disasters.Which is to lead mankind to a supreme state where

none could have imagined.

After 150 years since I was born,the supreme is coming in 21 century,

for which I can clearly visualize by astral power.It's a incredible supremeness.

Whether those may be superficially democratic or socialism nations world, substantially

NAZIS would have been ruling in both of those nations by competing and killing with our

NAZIS weapons.The society would have become what I had been wishing, as stronger ruler

dominate weak major.Then is also era of convulsion of nature.Mankind would have been

terribly revenged from the nature.Also the climate would have been devidened to severe

cold and severe hot,fire and ice,big flood and big draught,both of which would alternately

attack on earth. .......................

http://www.pakalertpress.com/2012/06/05/police-state-usa-the-paranoid-style-of-american-governance/
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/_floorA6F_hc.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/_floorB1F_nazis_X.html
http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorB1F_hss/b1fha400.html


Mankind as now being would not have been at that time,because till 2039/January,mankind

would have evolved to something different from now mankind,or they would have been

degenerated.................
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Darress
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http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/a6fhc300.html#01
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officialofficialofficial

official

documentdocumentdocument

document

certification)certification)certification)

certification)

http://homepage.mac.com/ehara_gen/jealous_gay/bush_nazi_link. html

To know NAZIS is to knowmilitary-policemilitary-policemilitary-police

military-police

statestatestate

state
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USAUSAUSA

USA

today!!!.All that USA today may be

due to NAZIS which had been established not only by German,but substantially and

secretly by USA capitalists.TheTheThe

The

actualactualactual

actual

aimaimaim

aim

ofofof

of

NAZISNAZISNAZIS

NAZIS

establishing in Europe were as

following,but not to win of NAZIS itself.It is the reincarnation in USA that is the final aim.

⒢Making bigger area of communism nations in order to cause thethethe

the

coldcoldcold

cold

warwarwar

war

regimeregimeregime

regime

.

It is the regime that suceeded to make USA the unprecedental big militaly nation.

It is the origin of so called MilitaryMilitaryMilitary

Military

andandand

and

IndustryIndustryIndustry

Industry

ComplexComplexComplex

Complex

withwithwith

with

CIACIACIA

CIA

. It is also the origin of

spreading strongstrongstrong

strong

anti-communism(socialism)anti-communism(socialism)anti-communism(socialism)

anti-communism(socialism)

brainbrainbrain

brain

washingwashingwashing

washing

against people,which

succeeded in ruling people by deviding for nonono

no

solidaritysolidaritysolidarity

solidarity

againstagainstagainst

against

thethethe

the

rulerrulerruler

ruler

atatat

at

nownownow

now

.These

situation had become more evident at now when people need more socialsocialsocial

social

mutualmutualmutual

mutual

supportingsupportingsupporting

supporting

,without which they could not survive under jobless with debt loaded state.

Maybe American had known terrible aspect of American Dream Nation at this time.

⒣War technology of atomic bomb,rocket,jet plane,Mind kontrol technology

........ develloped in NAZIS.

⒤Establishing IsraelIsraelIsrael

Israel

destined to be against the Muslim nations.

⒥Reestablishing JapanJapanJapan

Japan

as colonial and experimental nation.

⒦CIA due to NAZIS was to act in SouthSouthSouth

South

America,..........America,..........America,..........

America,..........

ruling by conspiracy.
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worldworldworld
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Appearence of USA might be normal,but inside of white supremacism USA is insane due to

excess self conceit. US-EU rightist group now are told on operatinoperatinoperatin

operatin

EndGameEndGameEndGame

EndGame

.It has been

outrageous tragedy not only for USA,but for the world to have such USA as the top leading

nation in the world.

http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho

http://inri.client.jp/hexagon/floorA6F_hc/a6fhc300.html
http://homepage.mac.com/ehara_gen/jealous_gay/bush_nazi_link. html
http://netattic.net/unbelievable/operation-endgame/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-CrNlilZho
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ObamaObamaObama
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This chapter is entirely author's delusion story.The answer is that none of white could do,but

only none white could do to reformreformreform

reform

USAUSAUSA

USA

.In this world,there seems both being of evil and

good.The former has been conspiring to rule this world by ultra self conceit,while the latter

also has been doing to rule against the former. USA was to be entirely turned by 200820082008

2008

bankrapcybankrapcybankrapcy

bankrapcy

. American had to be poor and to be reformed.BecauseAmerican Capitalism

Prosperity could not be continued by anymore due to accumulatedaccumulatedaccumulated

accumulated

nationnationnation

nation
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W-BIGGESTW-BIGGESTW-BIGGEST

W-BIGGEST

DEBTsDEBTsDEBTs

DEBTs

.Then appropriate someone was necessary to lead USA to

poorer nation,which could not be accomplished without one who know being poor.

Now stubborn conservative,but stupid delusional white rich(noble colleague capitalism and

politics toward sucide) has been against Obama administration.Obama administration

seems to know well on evil of military industry complex and their 2nd term had begun the

counter measure.Also note he declared that he will do anything necessary to counter

measure against climateclimateclimate

climate

crisiscrisiscrisis

crisis
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the
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＊J.A.C.Brown,Techniques of Persuation,Pelican Books Ltd,1963,UK,

Chapter12:Conclusions.Chapter12:Conclusions.Chapter12:Conclusions.

Chapter12:Conclusions.

Citations from ImportanceImportanceImportance

Importance

ofofof

of

socialsocialsocial

social

belongingbelongingbelonging

belonging

(summary picked up).

⑴To tell from statistics,a normal human has tendency to accept current common attitude

established in a society at now and simuletaneously to abandon past things to change to

another one in enviromental change.

⑵Recent remarkable finding by phychiatrist and social phycologist is that It is easier to

change attitude of small groupe than that of individual when they are normal.

⑶Deep portion of personality is not likely to be changed,but not upper portion by shift or

chainging of role in group belonged.

＊Thereby,unlikelyness of attitude chgange are deep portion of individual personality and

due to constrain by a groupe.

⑷In political and cemmercial advertisement,there are strong intention to manipulate

people's mind.

⑸people are severely agaisnt informations disapproval to their opinion,they positively seek

only approval informations.

⑹if one intend to manipulate people,they make it more important to employ emotion and

appetite pathes(visual feeliing,appearence,smell,sound,scandal,gossip,hatered...)than

(non visual) accessing by intellectual and rational pathes,



⑺Thereby,CIACIACIA

CIA
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the

fakefakefake

fake

expertexpertexpert

expert

employ stimulus on primitiveprimitiveprimitive

primitive

biologicalbiologicalbiological

biological

responseresponseresponse

response

as

instinct and emotion of fear,pain,appetite with pleasure,hatered. Concretely to tell,visible

terror operation,invisible virus weapon,honey trap and sex scandal,rumor and crime scandal

for stage flaming up with actors and with aid of mass propaganda..

⑻Deep portion of personality is not likely to be changed,but not upper portion by shift or

chainging of role in group belonged.Thereby,thethethe

the

conclusionconclusionconclusion

conclusion

is that unlikelyness of mind

change is due to deep portion personality and to constarain of a group.
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andandand
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massmassmass

mass

mediamediamedia

media

eliteseliteselites

elites

：

⒜Unlikelyness of admitting own error due to being authority status against people.

⒝An elite generally has tendency to fear on decline of own high status.

⒞Their belonging group has been stronglystronglystrongly

strongly

managedmanagedmanaged

managed

bybyby

by

establishedestablishedestablished

established

politicalpoliticalpolitical

political

powerpowerpower

power

.

Because their influence on people could become sometime fatal for established powers.

⒟Academism has been strongly managed by education ministry of government.

⒠Commercial mass-media has been strongly managed by coorporate sponsers.

⒡Academism & mass-media have been strongly managed by CIA in USA and Japan.

The essense of CIA-military industry complex in USA & NATO have been violent watch

dog for the establishment(Rockefeller the imperial in USA and UK imperial,.....)

⒢We emergently must establish alternative,but unique information source being free from

any constrains and being judged uniqueuniqueunique

unique

factfactfact

fact

notnotnot

not

tototo

to

causecausecause

cause

thethethe

the

worldworldworld

world

confusionalconfusionalconfusional

confusional
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＝＞give&give&give&
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take-benefittake-benefittake-benefit

take-benefit

relationrelationrelation

relation

assurerenceassurerenceassurerence

assurerence

bybyby

by

nationnationnation

nation
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)

：

Once belonging relation could be converged unique as that of nation only(total public

servants,＝total nation people's life insurerence by social welfare),people could be free from

bitter constrain of a group at now world(especially in securing job).This is logicallogicallogical

logical

turnningturnningturnning

turnning

false to get true.This is also a paradox on liberation by communism regime from slavely

capitalism one at now world.Thereby, it is this tha the establishmet(the true appearence is

Bliderberg Group by US-EU hereditary nobility and ultra wealthy such as Rockefeller and

UK imperial)has been throughly and utmostly fearing Global Socialism-nization.
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If prolonging global regime status quo,ArcticArcticArctic

Arctic

iceiceice

ice

covercovercover

cover

would be full diminished in summer

nearly at 2015,and if methanemethanemethane

methane

eruptioneruptioneruption

eruption

(by heat invasion into sea flor) would have begun,

the strong green house effect(heat reservation in earth) would increase its intensity and

climate would be more and more wild to cause global water&food crisis by heat and cold

wave progression with big floods and druughts etc..And after decades of suchl hell world,

within nearly 2040, this world would become fireball earth as the doomsday.
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Thereby,if the world recognized this fatal fact,and took global counter measure against the

deadly climate in few years,there would be possibility of survival.

However the realization is not so simple.Although author has been betting possibility of
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http://www.chinapage.com/sunzi-e.html

5,6. The Moral Law causes the people to be in complete accord with their ruler, so that they

will follow him regardless of their lives, undismayed by any danger.
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Al-i-Al-i-Al-i-
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Imran

http://www.alquran-english.com/3-al-i-imran/

003.175 M.H.SHAKIRM.H.SHAKIRM.H.SHAKIR

M.H.SHAKIR

: It is only the Shaitan that causes you to fear from his friends, but do

not fear them, and fear Me if you are believers.
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Ephesians.Ephesians.Ephesians.

Ephesians.

http://www.bibleetnombres.online.fr/biblekjv/ephesian.htm

6:12 For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers,

against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high

places. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to

withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your

loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; And your feet

shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace; Above all, taking the shield of faith,

wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked.
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